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FIPS QUICK START GUIDE 

How to Register an ITA Participant on FIPS 

 

This document will provide details on how to register an ITA participant on FIPS. 
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Registering Participants for Individual Training Accounts  

        ITA replaces the ILA Programme and it is administered using two systems: Course Management Tool 
(CMT) for uploading and managing courses and FIPS for assigning participants to courses and claiming 
funding for those participants. 

 
One instance of funding per learner per learner year: 
 

➢ Under ITA a learner is funded for just one course per ITA learner year. They apply for courses on 
My World of Work and can submit as many applications for courses as they wish. However, once 
one of these applications is verified by a Training Provider, it is then converted into an assignment, 
meaning that none of the other applications can be made into assignments. This is unless the first 
assignment is set to cancelled. Applications received from My World of Work will exist on FIPS for 4 
weeks, after which time they expire and no longer be accessible in the system. 

 
Start and End date of the ITA learner year: 
 

➢ A participant learner year begins when they are assigned to a course for the first time. The 
date that the Training Provider verifies that the participant is eligible signifies the start date of 
that participant’s learner year. The Start & End Dates of the learner year do not change when 
the participant cancels and makes a new assignment. 

 
➢ After the ITA End Date of their learner year the learner can submit a new application and once 

that application is verified their new learner year begins.  None of the statuses or dates of their 
previous learner year are applied to their new learner year. 
 

The participant journey: 
 

➢ After applying for a course on My World of Work, the learner must contact the Training Provider 
that is delivering the course and have their contact details and proof of income verified. As soon as 
the Training Provider verifies the applicant on FIPS, their assignment (booking) is created. This is 
the process of registering a participant. 

 
➢ This booking is known on FIPS as an ‘Unconfirmed Assignment’, which is a booking that has not yet 

been claimed for. When the Training Provider claims for that assignment, it then becomes a 
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‘Confirmed Assignment’. 
 

➢ When a claim is made by the Training Provider for an assignment, this triggers a customer 
feedback process in FIPS. SDS contacts the learner and asks for feedback about their course and 
confirmation that they attended. It is important to verify the email address is correct on the 
participant application in FIPS. The email address must be accurate to ensure that the 
customer/participant receives the ITA survey.  

 
➢ It is possible for a learner to be assigned to a course and claimed for in the space of one day if they 

are registered onto the course on the same day that it begins. It is imperative that when they are 
being registered, they provide signed proof of income documentation, as set out in the ITA 
Operational Rules. 

 
➢ If the learner is unable to attend the Training Provider organisation in person to supply their proof of 

income documents, then they must send in their signed proof of income documentation so that the 
details can be verified, and the participant registered on the course. This is referenced in the FAQ 
document. If the individual is unable to provide signed and dated evidence of eligibility (e.g. if 
the individual is unable to print docs) providers can accept an email containing evidence on the 
basis that it is sent from the same email on the individual application on FIPS. 

 
➢ The Training Provider is required to upload copies of the participant proof of income to FIPS as per 

the terms of the contract to deliver ITA. SDS recommends that this is uploaded to the participant 
assignment after they have been verified and the status of the assignment shows in FIPS as 
Unconfirmed Assignment. When ITA applicant is verified the status on FIPS changes from 
application to unconfirmed assignment. 

 

How to Register a Participant on FIPS 

1. After a Training Provider has logged into FIPS, the dashboard view will be displayed. Ensure 

the dashboard view is set to the Training Provider dashboard and set this as the default. Use 

the dropdown arrow next to the dashboard title and select Training Provider Dashboard 

then click on Set as Default: 
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- The Training Provider dashboard is a snapshot of Training Provider data held in FIPS. Any of 

the information displayed within the 5 quick views can be found within the relevant entity 

within the Workplace menu.  

 

2. To view ITA applications, click into the Applications entity from the Workplace menu: 

 

 
 

3.  Select the view “Active ITA Applications”: 
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- If your organisation delivers multiple SDS programmes e.g. ITA, EF and GA, then the view may 

default to a different view showing applications for other programmes. Use the drop-down 

menu to select the Active ITA Applications view. This view will show a list of all the ITA 

applications received for the ITA-approved courses delivered by your organisation. 

- ITA applications only exist for four weeks on FIPS. If they are not assigned within this time, then 
they will expire and will no longer be visible or available to assign. 

 
4. Locate the application required from the list displayed. A participant can submit multiple 

applications for different courses, so ensure that the correct application is selected.  There 
are multiple ways to locate an application. Use the search box at the top righthand side of 
the screen: 

- Enter either the first name or surname of the applicant into the search box. The wildcard (asterisk 
*) can be used at the start, end or on either side of the name you are searching for to broaden 
the parameters of the search e.g. Searching for *Walter, *Walter* or Walter* will return every 
application with Walter in their first name or surname. 

- The alphabet filter can be used to filter the records. This is displayed along the bottom of the 
screen: 
 

 
 

- Use the sort and filter options on the column headers. Click on the column to be filtered and 
the sort and filter options will be displayed: 

 

 
 

- To apply the sort and filter, click where the arrow above points to. 
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- In this example, the First Name column has been selected and a filter applied to return all 

applications that contain “James”: 

 

- When “Apply” is clicked, the view is filtered and relevant records are displayed: 

 

- To view the application, double click on the row to open the application record. Any text in 

blue is a hyperlink and clicking on this directly e.g., the “Course” field above, will open a 

reference table / other linked screen. Double click on the dark text to open the application.  

 

5. The application will open. Across the top of the application record, the tabs will be displayed 

– Application Submission, Participant Details, Link to Individual, Training Details, Training 

Provider References and Related: 

 

- When the application opens, it will say “Unknown Participant” at the top. This will update to 

display the participant's name at a later stage once the Training Provider has linked the 

individual to the application.  
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6. Click into the ‘Participant Details’ tab and check with the participant that the details match the 
following details displayed in FIPS – Name, Address, DOB, NI Number.  

- Update any Participant Details as required. Ensure that the participant contact details are up to 
date; Phone number(s) and E-mail address. Click into the relevant field and make any updates 
required. A mobile number (i.e., a number starting ‘07’) cannot be added in the Home 
Telephone Number field or a non-mobile number (i.e., a number not starting ‘07’ in the 
Mobile Phone field).  

- If the Address Details need to be updated, click on the Address Search / Update button to 
reveal the address search function: 
 

 
 
 

- Use Address Line 1 to perform the search. In Address Line 1, input the house number or 
postcode or street name to return any relevant results. The “Change Country” option will be 
displayed; do not change this: 

 

 
 

- All other fields including postcode are locked and cannot be typed into.  
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-  In this example, “102 Glasgow” has been entered into Address Line 1 to perform the search. 
The results returned contain this information in the address. Review the list using the scroll 
bar / drill down arrows to locate the required address details: 

 
 

 
 

- Select the relevant address from the results. Once selected, the details will be populated 
within the locked fields: 

 

 
- Click on Update Address to attach the address details to the application. The new details will 

now be displayed under the Participant Details tab of the application record. 
 

-  There is a separate guidance document that covers the address search in more detail.  
 

7. When the Participant Details tab is complete, it will contain information within all the 
mandatory fields: 
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8. Training Details - Training Providers can change the participant’s course choice at this point 
if required however the course must be delivered by the same Training Provider.  Prior to 
verifying the participant on FIPS, if the participant wishes to do a different course, the 
Training Provider can change the course choice at this point, provided the new course is 
offered by them under the ITA programme.  

- If the participant wishes to change their course to one that is provided by another Training 
Provider, then the participant will need to submit a new application via the My Word of                      
Work website. 

 
- To change the course, click into the Training Details tab and click on the magnifying glass at 

the righthand side of the Course field: 

 

- Review the results by using the scroll bar then select the new course. Do not click on the 

“+New Course” hyperlink.  Save the changes by clicking on the Save as Draft button on the 

top menu ribbon: 

9. Training Provider References – Training Providers can use the two free text 
reference fields to input any relevant information that the Training Provider may 
wish to report on using the Advanced Find function in FIPS. An example of 
information added to these fields is shown below: 
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- Training Provider Reference Fields are not mandatory and can be left blank if not required. 

These can also be added / edited at a later stage within the assignment.  

10. Link to Individual – Save the application prior to linking the individual. A search must be 
performed to link the application to an individual record. The details from the My World of 
Work application will already be listed within the fields. Click on Search: 

 

 
- If the participant has previously been on an SDS programme then they may already have a record 

in FIPS. In this instance, a result will be returned in the grid. If the details match, click on the 

“Link Individual” button: 

 

 
- If the details displayed are not accurate, click on “Not Listed, Create New Individual”. This 

will create a new individual record that will be linked to the application.  

- If no results are retuned at all, click on “Create New Individual”.  This will create a new 

individual record that will be linked to the application.  
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- Once the individual has been successfully linked, the Individual field will be populated with 

the participant's name hyperlink: 

 

11. Application Submission – prior to verifying the application, check the participant’s proof 
of income. To be eligible for ITA the participant must be: 
 
a. Over age 16 
b. Resident in Scotland 
c. Not currently receiving funding for any other SDS programme  
d. Not currently in full time education 
e. Either unemployed or looking for work or employed and wanting to improve their work / 

career prospects  
f. In receipt of an annual income under £22,000 (gross) per annum.  

 
➢ There are system checks in place to verify criteria A-E above. However, as part of the 

contractual training agreement between your training organisation and SDS, you are 
responsible for verifying part F, i.e., that the participant is on benefits or has an annual 
income under £22,000 (gross). See ITA Operational Rules for acceptable documents and 
further information about how to use them to verify the participant eligibility. 

 
➢ To verify the applicant as being eligible for ITA you will need sight of signed documents as 

evidence of their income. A participant must not be assigned to a course without their 
eligibility being verified by the Training Provider first. 

 
Process for verifying point F: 

a. check the participant’s signed Proof of Income (POI) documentation 
b. photocopy the original document(s) 
c. photocopied document(s) must then be signed and dated by the Training Provider on the front of 

the copy of the document.  
d. verify the participant application in FIPS so that an assignment is created (see step 12) 
e. upload a copy of the signed documentation to FIPS. 
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Verifying Participant Proof of Income if the participant does not attend in person: 

 
➢ If the course is delivered via distance learning or the participant is unable to provide their proof of 

income in person it is acceptable for the participant to send their documents to the Training 
Provider, only if they are valid, legible and signed documents. 

➢ Providers must upload Proof of Income documents onto the assignment in FIPS – see Appendix 2. 
 

 

Participants who have previously Cancelled an Assignment: 
 

 
➢ Note that the participant may already be in an active IT learner year. This could be because 

they have cancelled a previous assingment. It is important that the Training Provider ascertain 
if they hold an active ITA as this determines the acceptable date range of their Proof of Income 
documentation. See the guidance document titled ‘Cancelling ITA Assignments’ for further 
information.  
 

12. Under the Application Submission tab, the Verify Applicant button will be displayed once all 
the mandatory fields in the application are complete. Once all the relevant checks have been 
completed, the application can be submitted to an assignment by clicking on Verify 
Applicant:  
 

 
 

- The declaration box will be displayed; read the declaration and click on Proceed to continue. At this 
stage, if you do not intend to continue, click on Cancel. If Cancel is clicked, an assignment will not be 
generated and the record will be left as an application: 
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- When Proceed is clicked, an assignment will be generated. This may take a few seconds to 

complete. Once complete, a popup will be displayed at the top of the page. Click on OK to view 

the assignment: 

 

 
 

13. That completes the application submission. The participant details now exist as an 

assignment and the status of the assignment will be Unconfirmed Assignment. The record 

will now be listed within the Assignments entity on the Workplace menu:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- When the record is at Unconfirmed Assignment status, this means that the participant’s 

funding been ring-fenced for the course selected. Training Providers should now follow their 

own internal procedures for confirming bookings. 

 

- The participant’s ITA learner year begins and the Start and End Dates of their ITA will be 

automatically populated within the Participant Details tab of the assignment; unless they have 

previously cancelled an assignment within the same learner year, in which case their original 

Start, and End Dates will be displayed.  
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- The participant ITA status will show as ‘Verified’ within the Participants Details tab: 

 

 
 

- If the participant decides they no longer wish to do that course, then the assignment must be 

cancelled in FIPS and the participant must submit a new application for a difference course via 

My World of Work.  

 
- Training Providers must now inform the participant that: 

 

➢ Their booking has now been placed and confirmed.  

➢ That their ITA learner year has now started therefore, advise the participant of their ITA Start & 

End dates 

➢ If they wish to change this booking, they must contact the Training Provider to request a 

cancellation.  
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Appendix 1 – How to Upload Proof of Income on FIPS 
 

➢ As of April 2019, Training Providers are required to upload the certified copies of an individual’s Proof 
of Income, Proof of Attendance and Certificate Awarded to FIPS. This must be done within the participant 
assignment. Click into the Upload Documents tab: 

 
- The evidence requests have been highlighted on the above screenshot. The Status Reason will show as 

‘Requested’ until attachments have been uploaded. To upload, click on the name hyperlink which will 
open the evidence request upload function: 

 

 
 

 
- The upload timeline will be displayed. Click on the paperclip icon to access the upload 

wizard: 
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- Use the upload wizard to locate the relevant document from your computer then click on 

Open to attach the document to FIPS: 

 

 

 

- Give the document a title and description in the upload timeline grid. Once this information 
has been input and the correct attachment added, click on Add Note to complete the 
upload: 

 
- In the screenshot above, the title, description, document selected, and Add Note button are 

highlighted. The details entered are for demonstration purposes only. Enter the relevant 
information. At this stage, Add Note must be clicked to attach the document to FIPS. If this 
step is missed, the document will not be uploaded to the assignment.  
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- After Add Note has been clicked, the screen will refresh, and the attachment will be 
displayed in the timeline. This shows which person uploaded the attachment and 
timestamps the upload. The evidence submission request will be set to Read-only - inactive: 

 

- To return to the assignment, click on the back arrow twice. This is displayed in the ribbon 

bar: 

 

 

- These steps can be repeated to upload the Proof of Attendance details to FIPS. 

- For details on how to view documents that have been uploaded please view the guidance 

document titled ‘Finding and Understanding Information on FIPS’ under step number 8



 
 

Guide last reviewed: 19/05/2021 
Next review due: 19/05/2022 
 

 

Appendix 2 – Glossary of Terms  
 
 

Application The process of requesting funding for a particular funded 
course through the My World of Work website, details of 
which are presented in FIPS. 

Assignment  The status of an individual who has been verified by the 
Training Provider as being eligible for ITA and 
subsequently booked onto a course. 

Claim The request for payment for an ITA funded course 
delivered by an approved Training Provider to an 
approved learner account holder. 

Contract The agreement between SDS, Scottish Ministers and a 
Training Provider which allows that Training Provider to 
offer ITA funded courses. 

Contract Signatory The person within the training organisation who is 
ultimately responsible for the delivery of ITA training. 

Course The training delivered to the learner in exchange for 
payment, including ITA funds. 

Course Management Tool The online tool, available on the SDS website, which 
allows Training Providers to upload and manage courses. 

FIPS Funding and Information Processing System - the system 
provided by SDS and used to manage all ITA payment 
activity. 

Participant  The individual who has applied for ITA funding. 

Payment The payment that is generated when a claim is 
submitted. 

Payment Claim The claim submitted by a Training Provider for 
payment(s) 

Presentation The individual instance(s) of a course, including cost and 
location. Every course must have at least one 
presentation 

Proof of Income Evidence of annual income submitted by the ITA 
applicant to the Training Provider when they are booked 
onto a course. 

Training Provider The individual or organisation approved by SDS to deliver 
ITA funded training.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 


